Your Place in the Universe - Student Worksheet

Student Instructions

Background: Every successive picture is a wider field of view to give students a perspective of where they are in the universe.

Directions:
1. Draw a map of your classroom, school, and neighborhood in boxes A, B, C.
2. Put an ‘X’ over your location in each map.
3. In the box titled “Your Galactic Address” clearly describe your location on each map.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for Page 2 and Page 3

Your Galactic Address
Describe your location in the:

A. Classroom:

B. School:

C. City:
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(Staple Flipbook Here)

**Your Galactic Address**
*Describe your location in the:*

D. County:

E. State:

F. Country:
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G. Earth:

H. Solar System:

I. Galaxy:

**Bonus (on back):** If we continued to expand our field of view, what is the next object we would see after Galaxy?

Optional: Cut out your maps and make a flip book

Photo: nasa/jpl-caltech/r.hurt

Photo: http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/cosmic/gifs/solar_system.jpg